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Abstract: Automotive radar interference mitigation is expected to be inherent in all future ADAS and
AD vehicles. Joint radar communications is a candidate technology for removing this interference
by coordinating radar sensing through communication. Coordination of radars requires strict time
synchronization among vehicles, and our formerly proposed protocol (RadChat) achieves this by
a precise absolute time, provided by GPS clocks of vehicles. However, interference might appear
if synchronization among vehicles is lost in case GPS is spoofed, satellites are blocked over short
intervals, or GPS is restarted/updated. Here we present a synchronization-free version of RadChat
(Sync-free RadChat), which relies on using the relative time for radar coordination, eliminating the
dependency on the absolute time provided by GPS. Simulation results obtained for various use cases
show that Sync-free RadChat is able to mitigate interference without degrading the radar performance.
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1. Introduction
Automotive radar interference occurs when another radar signal interferes with one’s
own radar reflection. Joint radar communications (RadCom) offers spectrally efficient
and safe mutual radar interference mitigation. Among the various RadCom techniques,
those based on time/frequency resource-sharing among radar and communications [1,2]
are especially simple to implement, since they rely on switching to communication mode
whenever the radar becomes idle, and require a combination of two already existing chipsets
by a controller. However, to achieve coordination among vehicles, radars mounted on
different vehicles need to be synchronized with microsecond-level precision.
Microsecond-level synchronization among vehicles in vehicular ad hoc networks
(VANET) are highly dynamic in nature due to high relative speeds up to 300 km/h and
frequent vehicle insertions and deletions, achievable only through GNSS systems. GNSS
satellites periodically broadcast packets, by which each vehicle solves for its position and
clock bias [3] through triangulation. GPS satellites generally include 3–4 atomic clocks with
less than 10 parts per million (ppm) clock drifts, so that a 10 Hz update rate leads to a clock
drift of 1 µs or less for a vehicle, under uninterrupted connection to at least four satellites.
However, the synchronization between vehicles and GNSS satellites deteriorates if
vehicles lose connection with satellites while being inside a tunnel or an urban environment
with a canyon effect, or the GPS is updated/restarted [4]. In such cases, drifts experienced
by vehicles are different due to different clock hardwares, batteries and temperatures [3],
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resulting in unsynchronized vehicles. Vehicles generally have clocks with drift rates of
10–50 ppm, resulting in drifts of about 10–50 µs every second and 0.6–3 ms every minute
in the case of a signal outage. Moreover, the restart/update of the GPS takes additional
time, usually requiring a few seconds to get an accurate fix from the satellites, leading to
10–30 µs/s additional delays. GPS spoofing, an attacker imitating GPS signals, is another
risk for losing GNSS-based synchronization with larger discrepancies.
Loss of synchronization among vehicles can severely affect RadCom-based solutions
for interference mitigation. Vehicles become more vulnerable to mutual radar interferences
inside a tunnel or in a city center with a canyon effect, as the duration of the GNSS signal
outage increases. Likewise, RadCom-based mutual radar interference solutions might
become useless under a GPS spoofing attack as the duration of exposure to the attack
increases due to the loss of sychronization among vehicles.
There are synchronization protocols, resilient to GPS spoofing or GPS signal outages
proposed for VANETs [5–10]. A clock synchronization method, which extracts information
from the neighbors’ Basic Safety Messages (BSM) of DSRC, is shown to achieve a predefined
0.5 s timing offset under GPS spoofing [5]. A four-way communication protocol for
IEEE802.11p achieves about 0.3 ms offset [6]. A time synchronization for fog-based VANETs
is shown to achieve a 20 ms timing offset [7], and another method based on clustered
topology is shown to achieve 5–45 ms clock offsets [8]. Unfortunately, these synchronization
protocols are far from achieving the µs-level synchronization needed for mitigation of
automotive radar interference.
In this paper, we propose a RadCom-based interference mitigation protocol that does
not rely on GNSS or such VANET synchronization protocols; but is designed specifically
to eliminate the need for synchronization. The proposed sychronization-free automotive
radar interference mitigation protocol (Sync-free RadChat) is a modified version of our
former proposed RadChat protocol [1] and removes the dependency on a GPS receiver
mitigating an automotive radar interference, even while driving through tunnels or urban
canyons, when vehicles become unsynchronized due to unequal clock drifts.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After a brief introduction of
an FMCW-based radar and communication cooperation system model and propagation
channel model in Section 2, the Sync-free RadChat framework is described in Section 3
including a background on the RadChat protocol. The mutual radar interference mitigation
performance of Sync-free RadChat is investigated and results are presented in Section 4. A
list of notations used in this article is presented in Table 1 for convenience.
Table 1. List of Notations.
Parameter

Explanation

B
Bc
Bmax
Br
BADC
dc
dcGR
di
diGR
dr
drGR
Gp
Gtrx
fc
fr
ID

Maximum backoff stage
Communication bandwidth
Radar bandwidth of interest
Radar bandwidth
Radar ADC bandwidth
Communication LoS range
Communication range for one-way ground-reflected signals
Radar LoS interference range
Radar ground-reflected interference range
Radar LoS range
Radar range for two-way ground-reflected signals
Radar processing gain
Antenna gain
Communication carrier frequency
Carrier frequency
Identity of reference vehicle for RadChat
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Table 1. Cont.
Parameter

Explanation

Mmax
0
Mmax
N
Nv
Npkt
Pc
Pr
R
SI
T
Tf
tfinal
Tmax
Tpkt
T0
U0
V
V0
W0
αd

The maximum number of RCUs supported with RadChat
The maximum number of RCUs supported with Sync-free RadChat
Number of chirps per frame
Number of vehicles in the VANET
Packet size
Communication transmit power
Radar transmit power
Reflection Coefficient for asphalt
SlotIndex, indication for timing of radar signals for RadChat
Chirp duration
Frame duration
RadChat protocol convergence latency
Maximum delay for (intended) radar reflections
Transmission time of communication packet
Thermal noise temperature
Modified duty cycle
Vulnerable period for RadChat
Vulnerable period for Sync-free RadChat
Maximum contention window size
Ratio of the furthest away communicated possible interferer range to
radar round-trip range
SlotTime
Synchronization error for RadChat
Radar signal-to-noise ratio threshold
Vehicle radar cross-section

δ
esync
γr
σ

2. System Model and Assumptions
2.1. Radar Communications Model
All automotive radars are assumed to be replaced with radar communication units
(RCU), which have an additional communication functionality together with radar sensing
on a single hardware. An RCU hardware is similar to an automotive radar, except that
it has a modulator and demodulator added for communication purposes. An RCU has
a common antenna array and ADC, which are interchangeably used among radar and
communication functions. All RCUs mounted on the same vehicle are assumed to be
controlled via a central unit.
All vehicles are assumed to use FMCW-type radars. We assume front-end and backend radars to be long-range radars (LRR), whereas corner radars are medium-range radars
(MRR) and side radars are short-range radars (SRR). The whole radar bandwidth is assumed to be divided among these categories so that LRRs, MRRs, and SRRs use bandwidths
of Brl , Brm , and Brs , respectively. This ensures that MRRs are allocated a higher bandwidth
in order to achieve a better-range resolution compared to LRRs, as it is implemented
in practice by the automotive manufacturers [11]. All radars using the same portion of
bandwidth are assumed to use the same bandwidth Br (Br = Brl if LRR, Br = Brm if MRR,
Br = Brs if SRR), same chirp duration T, and same frame time T f , comprising N chirps per
frame. Note that T and N might be designed so as to be different for long-, medium-, or
short-range radars. For a simplified clarification, we use the general notations T and N,
as well as Br for the rest of the text.
Jointly using the ADC by radar and communications upper-bounds the communication band Bc , with the ADC bandwidth, that is, Bc < BADC . The ADC bandwidth may
be larger than the radar bandwidth of interest Bmax , which is determined by the low-pass
filter cut-off frequency for processing the intended radar reflections. The ADC has been the
hardware that limits the radar range, but we might be interested in even a smaller range in
order limit and filter out the mutual radar interference signals coming from very far away.
Bmax gives us control over the interference range.
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The processed radar signals will then have a maximum delay for (intended) radar
reflections Tmax = TBmax /Br = 2dr /c, where dr is the radar sensing range and c is the
speed of light. Note that Tmax is the round-trip-delay of a radar reflection, whereas it is also
the maximum propagation delay for a radar interference signal. Mutual radar interference
signals emitted more than Tmax earlier are filtered out at the radar signal processing stage.
Automotive interference mitigation is a safety-critical function. Various research
results that have involved different automotive manufacturers (including Volvo, SAAB,
Fiat-Chrysler, Ford, and General Motors) and suppliers (Veoneer, Bosch, Denso, Magna,
NPX, Valeo, and ZF/TRW) have revealed that interference mitigation can be accomplished
only through standardized solutions for all vehicles in the future [11,12]. This imposes all
radars or RCUs to agree on the set of waveforms to be used. Sync-free RadChat can then be
used to decide which waveform to be used at which time, in order to reduce interference
while still meeting radar requirements.
2.2. Propagation Channel Model
We use a geometry-based deterministic vehicular channel model assuming operation
in the high-frequency mmWave bands [13,14]. Both radar and communication signals are
assumed to propagate either through a LoS path if one exists, or through ground-reflections
due to the high reflectivity of the asphalt for mmWave bands. The asphalt acts as a reflector
rather than a scatterer for the considered mm-Wave frequencies, since the comparable size
of asphalt particles (at most 1.27 cm [15]) is much larger than the wavelength (3.7–4 mm).
Hence, a radar signal reflection is received over both a LoS radar return with range dr
(with signal-to-noise ratio snrr ) and a ground-reflected radar return (with range drGR and
snrrGR ). Likewise, a radar-to-radar interference is received over two paths: LoS (di , snri )
and the ground-reflected path (diGR , snriGR ). Finally, communication signals travel over LoS
(dc , snrc ) and ground-reflected paths (dcGR , snrcGR ). Figure 1 illustrates the six different
types of signals considered in this article.
𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑟𝐺𝑅
𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑖

Ego RCU

𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑖𝐺𝑅

Interfering RCUs

𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑐

Ego RCU 𝑠𝑛𝑟𝑐𝐺𝑅

Communicating RCUs

Figure 1. Illustration of radar, radar interference, and communication signals. The signal-to-noise
ratios at an ego RCU for these signals are snrr , snri , and snrc , respectively. In this article, we also
consider the ground-reflected signals for radar, radar interference, and communication, where the
signal-to-noise ratios perceived at the ego RCU are snrrGR , snriGR , and snrcGR , respectively.

We assume that both radar and communication signals use the same antennas, resulting in a similar field of beamwidths. However, the radar and communication transmit
powers, where Pr and Pc might be different, resulting in different communication and radar
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ranges. The FMCW radar processing gains Gp , which is equal to the product of numbers of
FMCW chirps and samples per chirp. Assuming Friis free space propagation and radar
equations [16], the signal ranges and signal-to-noise ratios (snr) perceived at a RCU are
calculated as [17]:
snrr =

Pr Gtrx λ2r σGp
,
NPr (4ß)3 d4r
Pr Gtrx λ2r Gp

snrrGR =

Pr Gtrx λ2r β4 σGp

snri =

,
NPr (4ß)2 d2i

snriGR =

snrc =

Pc Gtrx λ2c
,
NPc (4ß)2 d2c

snrcGR =

NPr (4ß)3 d4rGR
Pr Gtrx λ2r β2 Gp
NPr (4ß)2 d2iGR

,
,

Pc Gtrx λ2c β2
,
NPc (4ß)2 d2cGR

where Gp is the radar processing gain, Gtrx is the multiplication of transmit and receiver
antenna gains (with an assumption that it is equal for LoS and ground-reflected signals for
the narrow-beam transmissions), σ is the radar cross-section of the target, β is the reflection
coefficient, λr and λc are the wavelengths of radar and communication signals, respectively;
NPr and NPc are thermal noise powers for radar and communication reception.
3. Sync-Free Radchat: Protocol Description
Sync-free RadChat is a totally decentralized interference-mitigation protocol, which
coordinates radar transmissions by sharing relative times. It is an advanced version of our
formerly proposed GPS clock-dependent RadChat protocol [1], in the sense that it mitigates
interference even when any vehicle is unsynchronized with the rest of the vehicles in
the VANET (with even a few microseconds of timing offsets), due to GPS signal outage
(tunnel, urban canyon effect, restart/update) or GPS spoofing. Sync-free RadChat is not a
complement to RadChat, it is a replacement for RadChat. Hence, we propose all radars
in a VANET to be replaced by RCUs that all implement the Sync-free RadChat protocol
for a GPS-independent interference mitigation functionality. After a brief introduction of
RadChat protocol, we describe the Sync-free RadChat protocol in this section.
3.1. Background: Basics of the RadChat Protocol
RadChat is a distributed cooperative radar communications protocol, especially designed to mitigate interfence. By RadChat, radar sensing of various RCUs are coordinated
via a communication control channel. RCUs switch to communication functionality whenever FMCW radar chirps are sent and the radar sensing is idle over the period T f . Radar
and communication use disjointed allocated bandwidths Br and Bc .
By RadChat, the whole radar bandwidth can be divided to chunks in the frequency
domain, as shown in Figure 2 in order to allow scheduling of different types of automotive
radars, such as medium-range radars to a larger bandwidth, and long-range radars to a
smaller bandwidth in order to meet the various distance resolution requirements. In this
article, we assume that Br is used for only one type of radar and is not divided in frequency
for simplicity.
RadChat divides the time resource T f into 1/U 0 time slots denoted by Ti for
i = {1, 2, ...1/U 0 }, where U 0 = ( N + 1) T/T f is the modified radar duty cycle with one
more chirp time added as a buffer to each time slot.
Radars of different RCUs are scheduled to use both the idle time in between radar
chirp sequences and the idle time within radar chirps, as shown in Figure 2. In this example,
several time-shifted radars are scheduled to occupy a portion of the radar band during
the time slot T3 , where FMCW radar chirp sequences sent by different RCUs are denoted
by different colors. It is possible to schedule other radar transmissions to other frequency
bands and time slots, whereas communication signals used for coordination are transmitted
over Bc .
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𝐵𝐵𝑟𝑟
𝐵𝐵𝑐𝑐

𝑇𝑇1

𝑇𝑇2

𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 : radar frame
𝑇𝑇3

Other
radars

Other
radars

Other
radars

Other
radars

Other
radars

Other 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
radars

𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇1/𝑈𝑈 ′

𝐵𝐵𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Other
radars

Other
radars
Other
radars

Communication channel

t

Figure 2. Time-frequency resource allocation for radar transmissions of different RCUs. FMCW chirp
sequences of different RCUs are denoted by different colors, which occupy a portion of the radar
band during the time slot T3 . Other radar transmissions are scheduled to other frequency bands
within Br and time slots, whereas communication signals are transmitted over Bc .

A connectionless best-effort service is provided for communication over the bandwidth Bc through carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) with
retransmissions and binary exponential backoff. If the radar FMCW chirp sequence is sent
at time slot Ti , each RCU broadcasts an unacknowledged communication packet in a prior
time slot Ti−1 , which includes the radar chirp starting time and frequency. Other RCUs
which receive this broadcast packet select a radar chirp starting time and frequency in
non-overlapping frequency bands and vulnerable periods. The vulnerable period V is a
key concept in RadChat, and is defined as the duration over which other RCUs should not
transmit their radar signals. The vulnerable period of RadChat over a chirp is calculated
by summation of the round-trip-delay of the radar signal Tmax and the propagation delay
of the furthest away possible communicating interferer αd Tmax :
V = (1 + αd ) Tmax .

(1)

Since RadChat is able to mitigate interferences coming from the furthest away RCU
only if it is within communication range, αd becomes the ratio of the minimum of the
communication range (dc ) or furthest away interferer distance (di ) to the radar round-trip
distance (2dr ):
αd = min(dc , di )/(2dr ).
(2)
RadChat converges and interference-free radar sensing is provided after time tfinal
when all vehicle RCUs in a vehicular network: (i) use the same time notion, which is called
as the identity (ID), and (ii) use disjoint time-frequency slots for radar sensing, called the
SlotIndex (SI). The RadChat protocol is described simply in Figure 3 for the use case of two
approaching vehicles, where interference blinds the victim vehicle. This is a safety-critical
scenario, since a direct LoS interference has a much stronger signal than a radar reflection,
which causes the victim’s radar to be useless in detecting any vulnerable road users [18].
Since the victim radar’s ADC filters any radar reflections and interferences within the
bandwidth Bmax , mutual radar interference becomes apparent as soon as the two vehicles
approach, so that the propagation delay between the interferer and the victim vehicles
becomes less than αd Tmax . Approaching vehicles in Figure 3 broadcast communication
packets via their front-end-RCUs that include their ID and SI. Since RadChat is a distributed
protocol and the vehicles need to agree on the same ID and different SIs for non-interfering
radar transmissions, some rules are followed. Priority is given to an ID that is more
widespread in the VANET, which is kept track of by the strength field of the ID. A vehicle
receiving the broadcast communication packet compares the strength of both IDs and
inherits the ID with higher strength, increments the strength field; afterwards, it broadcasts
its communication packet including these updates. If the strengths are the same, no changes
are made. However, it is still possible that the selected SIs of different RCUs might be the
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same. Such conflicts among RCUs are resolved in the preceding radar frames until all
radars are coordinated.
2 – Front-end radar communication units
broadcast communication packets that
include identity (ID) and slot index (SI)

Interferer

1 – A direct LoS interference occurs
when vehicles approach
3 – Vehicles agree on a common ID and select disjoint
slots (different SIs) and interference is mitigated

Victim

Figure 3. RadChat protocol explanation.

Vehicles are assumed to be synchronized within an error of esync in order to agree on
the joint time notion, where synchronization is provided by GPS clocks. The maximum
number of time-frequency resources or SIs is denoted by Mmax and is calculated based on
how many non-conflicting radars can be placed within a chirp and within each time slot Ti
in a radar frame. Mmax is given by


Mmax ≤ b1/U 0 c T/(V + esync ) ,
(3)
where esync < T is the allowed margin for synchronization error within a chirp time (refer
to [1] for a detailed explanation of RadChat).
3.2. Synchronization-Free RadChat
Sync-free RadChat removes the dependency on a GPS clock for synchronization, and
is based on broadcasting relative times until a radar starts, rather than the absolute times.
Taking propagation delays into account, broadcasting of the relative time instead of the
absolute time of the start of radar sensing results in different time-frequency resource
allocations experienced for RCUs located at different distances, as depicted in Figure 4.
The RCUs ri and r j on two separate vehicles, which are within the FoV of each other,
broadcast the green and purple communication packets, respectively, prior to radar sensing.
These communication broadcast packets include the time left until the radar transmission
∆ti for the RCU ri and ∆t j for the RCU r j . The propagation delay causes each RCU to
observe a different time-frequency resource for radar signals when the relative times are
broadcast. The timeslot Tk , during which the radar sensing takes place, does not cover
exactly the same time duration for the RCUs ri and r j .
By Sync-free RadChat, we have an unsychronized slotting of time among different vehicles. However, since all RCUs within a vehicle are assumed to be connected
to a central controller, we assume the slot timing to be the same for all RCUs mounted
on the same vehicle.
Note that the vulnerable period of radar chirps might overlap and mutual radar
interference might appear in Figure 4 if propagation delays become larger. Moreover,
unsynchronized timing among vehicles might result with radar interferences for radars
employing different SIs if the propagation delay gets large compared to the vulnerable
period V computed in Equation (1). Hence, V needs to be reshaped to avoid such cases.
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Figure 4. Time-frequency resource allocation for RCUs located at different distances. The radar and
communication signals occupy the 3D space (distance-time-frequency) as shown. The RCUs ri and
r j broadcast the green and purple communication packets, respectively, which include the time left
until the radar transmission ∆ti and ∆t j . Note that the propagation delay causes each RCU to observe
a different time-frequency resource when the relative times are broadcast.

3.2.1. Design Parameters
In order to account for all possible propagation delays, the propagation delay of the
furthest away possible interferer must be taken into account in the design of Sync-free
RadChat protocol. The propagation delay of the furthest away communicated possible
interferer is αd Tmax , which makes the round-trip delay to such a distant interferer 2αd Tmax .
Two vehicles might communicate, select different SIs, and might have a maximum of
2αd Tmax round-trip propagation delays among each other, as shown in Figure 4. For Syncfree RadChat, with unsynchronized timing, the vulnerable period should be designed so
as to be greater than this maximum propagation delay among vehicles. This way, it is
guaranteed that the radar chirps of these two vehicles are separated far enough in time
so that the radar signals do not interfere. In order for a furthest away possible interferer
(green vehicle) not to select a different SI (than the purple vehicle), the vulnerable period
for Sync-free RadChat, denoted by V 0 , should satisfy
V 0 ≥ max(2αd , 1 + αd ) Tmax .

(4)

This way, Sync-free RadChat forces an RCU to select a different SI with a radar starting
time shifted by more than V 0 compared to the received radar staring time, which results
in radar chirps of different RCUs to be separated by at least the maximum round-trip
propagation time. For αd ≤ 1, that is, dense VANETs with signal blockage hindering
interference coming from further than the round-trip-radar distance 2dr or communication
signal ranges less than a radar round-trip range, the vulnerable period of RadChat V based
on absolute times always satisfies this condition [1]. Hence, for dense VANETs, we have
shorter vulnerable periods, and possibly many potential interferers. However, in sparse
VANETS or with communication signal ranges more than the radar round-trip range
(where αd  1), the Sync-free RadChat requires longer vulnerable periods (≥ 2αd Tmax )
than the absolute-time RadChat ((1 + αd ) Tmax ).
Note that for Sync-free RadChat, there might still be a clock drift for each RCU from
the instant that the communication packet is broadcast until the time radar chirps start,
which is a maximum time slot duration Ti = T f U 0 . For typical FMCW automotive radars,
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assuming a T f = 50 ms, U 0 = 0.2, and a clock stability of 10 ppm, this results in a 0.1 µs
clock shift at most, which is negligible.
3.2.2. Scheduling
Sync-free RadChat uses a simple medium access control mechanism: CSMA/CA
with no retransmissions. If the channel is sensed to be idle, the communication packet is
broadcasted; otherwise, the packet is killed and a new packet is generated to be transmitted
in the next radar frame after T f . With Sync-free RadChat, an RCU with a radar chirp
sequence during time slot Tk , the carrier senses the channel at a random time uniformly
distributed over the interval [ Tk−1 , Tk−1 − Tpkt ], where Tpkt is the duration of the packet.
If the channel is sensed idle during a SlotTime δ, the communication packet is broadcast.
If the channel is busy, the packet is dropped and the same procedure is repeated in the
coming radar frames.
RadChat sends retransmissions, whereas Sync-free RadChat does not. A retransmission mechanism is not feasible for Sync-free RadChat because the content of the broadcast
communication packet includes a relative time ∆t, which is difficult to quickly modify
immediately at the physical layer in case of a busy channel. There is a trade-off in using
retransmissions. Retransmissions may increase the possibility of successful reception, but it
may also make the channel busy, hindering other RCUs. The performance analysis conducted in Section 4 shows that the lack of retransmissions does not impact the performance
of Sync-free RadChat.
3.2.3. Maximum Available Resources
0
The maximum number of RCUs with Sync-free RadChat is denoted by Mmax
and is given by


0
Mmax
≤ b1/U 0 c T/(V 0 ) ,
(5)

which is independent of synchronization errors among vehicles different than RadChat.
Radar chirps of different RCUs within a time slot Tk might be separated more due
to the increased vulnerable period for Sync-free RadChat, but less due to no need for a
synchronization error margin within a chirp esync < T.
4. Performance Evaluation and Results
Sync-free RadChat does not need GPS-clock-based synchronization for mitigating
interference. In this section, we compare its radar interference mitigation performance with
RadChat in terms of the fraction of blinds, blind duration, protocol convergence time, and
maximum number of RCUs.
4.1. Scenario and Parameters
The interference mitigation capability of Sync-free RadChat protocol is investigated
for two different high-way traffic scenarios given in Figure 5 [17]: (1) a fleet of vehicles in
one lane with vehicles moving in the same direction (Scenario-I), and (2) two single-lane
vehicles moving towards each other (Scenario-II).
A total of Nv vehicles with one front-end and one back-end RCU move with the
same speed v = 150 km/h and are equally spaced with 20 m. This leads to a dynamically
changing topology for Scenario-II. The LoS and ground-reflected paths end up with a
limited number of connections among vehicles for the multi-hop VANETs for both scenarios,
where each vehicle can communicate and generally radar-sense two vehicles at the back
and two vehicles at the front, due to a reflected wave underneath the vehicles (more
vehicles are connected when two fleets approach in Scenario-II). Since we ignore reflections
from other vehicles and since each vehicle is assumed to be equipped with one front-end
and one back-end RCU with long-range radar sensing functionality, we do not have any
radar interference among radars within a single vehicle.
The value of αd is assigned so that the maximum range of a direct interferer taken
into account is set as 1 km, equal to the communication range. A total of 25 Monte Carlo
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simulations of 2 s duration were performed, with the parameters summarized in Table 2. A
total simulation duration of 2 s might cover an interval where no GPS signals are received
at all inside a tunnel or under a canyon effect. This does not impact the simulation results
of Sync-free RadChat, since it functions independently of GPS. However, a signal outage
of 2 s would require a setting of esync = 2 s, which would result in RadChat performance
similar to the state-of-the-art radars. Briefly, it is not the simulation duration, but the signal
outage duration that matters.

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. Traffic scenarios: (a) Scenario-I: One fleet moving in the one direction, and (b) Scenario-II:
two fleets approaching each other. Vehicles are represented by rectangles, whereas waypoints, that
is, the starting and ending of paths for each vehicle are indicated by dots with the same color.

4.2. Maximum Available Resources versus Synchronization Error
The maximum number of RCUs, which can be coordinated so as not to interfere,
0
with RadChat (Mmax ) and Sync-free RadChat (Mmax
) are compared. Figure 6 shows the
0
calculated Mmax and Mmax values versus synchronization error esync for various αd values.
There is a compromise between esync and Mmax with RadChat, as shown in Equation (3),
0
whereas Mmax
is independent of synchronization errors among vehicles for Sync-free
RadChat. Increasing αd and esync increases the vulnerable period for RadChat, leading
to a decreased number of radars that can be scheduled not to interfere. Since Sync-free
RadChat is independent of synchronization errors, we observe that it can schedule more
non-interfering radars compared to RadChat for small αd and larger synchronization errors.
150
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70

Figure 6. Trade-off between the allowed synchronization error and the maximum number of RCUS
for RadChat interference mitigation.
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4.3. Convergence Latency and Blind Duration
The average convergence latency tfinal for interference mitigation for RadChat and
Sync-free RadChat are compared in Figure 7a for both traffic scenarios. tfinal is the protocol
convergence time, and convergence occurs after all of the RCUs in the VANET are assigned
the same ID and different SIs, starting with totally random radars. Likewise, the average
blind durations experienced versus the number of total vehicles in the VANET (Nv ) are
compared in Figure 7b.
Table 2. Simulation parameters [1].

Radar

Communication

Joint

Parameter

Value

Radar bandwidth (Br )
ADC bandwidth (BADC )
Carrier frequency ( f r )
Modified duty cycle (U 0 )
Vehicle radar cross-sections σ
Radar transmit power Pr
Radar processing gain G p
Radar signal-to-noise ratio threshold γr
Chirp duration (T)
Frame duration (T f )
Number of chirps per frame (N)
Communication bandwidth Bc
Communication carrier frequency ( f c )
Packet size (Npkt )
Modulation
Communication transmit power Pc
SlotTime δ
Maximum contention window size (W0 )
Maximum backoff stage (B)

800 MHz
15 MHz
79.15 GHz
1/5
10 dBsm
12 dBm
53.76 dB
7 dB
77.51 µs
50 ms
128
15 MHz
79.02 GHz
100 bytes
16-QAM
23 dBm
10 µs
48
3

Maximum distance of communicated interferer
(min(dc , di ))
Thermal noise temperature T0
Receiver’s noise figure
Antenna gain Gtrx
Reflection Coefficient for asphalt (R)
Antenna FoV

1 km
290 K
2
30dBi
0.2814
±10° (azimuth),
±5° (elevation)

It is observed that as the number of vehicles increases, the convergence latency tends
to increase, since it takes more time to propagate the scheduling information over a larger
VANET. The convergence latency is more for Scenario-II where two disjoint VANETs
combine, since decisions for radar scheduling are done disjointly in the beginning and
an agreement is reached after the two fleets approach. The convergence latency of Syncfree RadChat is slightly better than RadChat for Scenario-II, whereas RadChat performs
slightly better for Scenario-I. Both protocols resolve radar interference in about 100 ms for
10 vehicles and about 400 ms for 30 vehicles.
The average blind duration is observed to be almost the same for a various number
of vehicles being slightly larger for Scenario-II, which is due to the limited number of
connections among RCUs.
We also investigated the performance for varying αd ∈ [0.12, 10], which results in
a significant difference in the supported number of RCUs Mmax . Although not given in
this article due to space limitation, the convergence latency and the blind duration can
be concluded to be independent from αd for the considered multi-hop VANETs, due to
the limited number of mmWave connections which do not change with an increasing
maximum range of communicated interferers.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the following values for a varying number of vehicles for RadChat and
Sync-free RadChat for both scenarios (αd = 2.5378): (a) average convergence latency tfinal and
(b) average blind duration.

4.4. Fraction of Blinds
The fraction of blinds, defined as the ratio of the number of interfering RCUs and the
total number of RCUs, is shown in Figure 8 for Scenarios I and II, respectively. Without
coordination of radars, around 5–7% of automotive radars are blinded by interference, and
this ratio remains the same for Scenario 1 and increases up to 10% as the two fleets approach
each other in Scenario-II. With Sync-free RadChat, all RCUs are assigned disjoint slots
within about tfinal < 120 ms for Nv = 10 and tfinal < 450 ms for Nv = 30 for both scenarios.
The fraction of blinds becomes nonzero for Scenario-II after convergence, and interference
pops up as the connectivity graph changes, which is mitigated within about 20 ms. We
observed that there is no difference between RadChat and Sync-free RadChat protocols in
terms of the interference mitigation performance throughout the simulation duration.
Finally, we compare the performance of interference mitigation of Sync-free RadChat with RadChat under different synchronization errors in the VANET in Figure 9 for
Nv = 10 and Scenario-II. Each vehicle’s GPS clock is assumed to have a uniformly dis0
tributed synchronization error within ±esync . Here, Mmax = Mmax
= 55, which results
in 11 concurrent radar transmissions per time slot. Hence, RadChat can handle at most a
T/11 − V = 7 − 4.6 = 2.4 µs synchronization offset among vehicles, and is observed to fail
in deleting radar interference for larger esync values, whereas Sync-free RadChat operates
perfectly well.
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Figure 8. The average fraction of blinds with and without RadChat compared with Sync-free
RadChat (averaged over 25 realizations) and αd = 2.5 for Nv = 10 and Nv = 30 for (a) Scenario-I and
for (b) Scenario-II.
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Figure 9. Fraction of blinds for various synchronization errors.

5. Conclusions
We proposed a synchronization-free protocol (Sync-free RadChat) for distributed
radar interference mitigation based on radar communications. It relies on broadcasting
relative radar starting times and CSMA/CA with no retransmissions. We have shown
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that Sync-free RadChat functions well in terms of the convergence latency, blind durations and fraction of blinds, simulated under realistic automotive radar and vehicular
communication parameters.
Sync-free RadChat eliminates the dependency on GPS clocks, and hence provides a
basis for a safe automotive radar mutual interference mitigation even in tunnels or urban
canyons, or under a GPS spoofing attack, when vehicles become unsynchronized due to
unequal clock drifts.
Sync-free RadChat constitutes an example of a cooperative radar communicationsbased interference-free radar sensing mitigation protocol, which does not require synchronization among vehicles. However, we expect the interference-mitigation capability of the
Sync-free RadChat to degrade when not all vehicles are deployed with it. Previously, we
showed that RadChat protocol was able to mitigate all interference with 100% deployment,
whereas about 40% of the interference is mitigated with 50% deployment [1]. Sync-free
RadChat is expected to have a similar performance. Hence, Sync-free RadChat can mitigate
all the radar interference and achieve driving safety if it is deployed by all radars or radar
communication units, which requires standardization among all automotive manufacturers
and future radar communication unit suppliers.
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